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COMMODITY LAST OPEN HIGH LOW NETCHG PERCCHG VOL OI 

CHICAGO MERCANTILE EXCHANGE - COMEX 

SPOT GOLD 1,337.85 1,329.97 1,341.01 1,327.19 7.88 0.59% - - 

GOLD FUTURES 1,339.60 1,330.30 1,342.80 1,328.40 9.30 0.70% 95,009 353,518 

SPOT SILVER 16.661 16.544 16.770 16.494 0.117 0.71% - - 

SILVER FUTURES 16.620 16.455 16.720 16.440 0.136 0.83% 21,660 126,877 

COPPER FUTURES 3.24 3.23 3.25 3.22 0.007 0.22% 23,486 127,745 

NEW YORK MERCANTILE EXCHANGE (NYMEX) 

CRUDE OIL FUTURES 63.38 63.62 63.90 63.33 -0.17 -0.27% 109,206 499,271 

NATURAL GAS FUTURES 2.72 2.68 2.72 2.67 0.06 2.18% 1,453 9,338 

LONDON METALS EXCHANGE (LME) 

ALUMINUM 2,161.25 2,155.00 2,169.25 2,147.25 12.50 0.58% 5,949 5,332 

COPPER 7,140.50 7,122.00 7,178.25 7,117.75 29.25 0.41% 6,454 2,477 

LEAD 2,583.00 2,543.50 2,584.75 2,542.25 45.50 1.79% 1,816 1,272 

NICKEL 13,977.50 13,810.00 14,060.00 13,670.00 242.50 1.77% 4,771 1,896 

ZINC 3,541.00 3,516.75 3,549.50 3,511.00 31.50 0.90% 2,526 1,832 

MULTI COMMODITY EXCHANGE (MCX) 

GOLD 30,617.00 30,526.00 30,644.00 30,526.00 108.00 0.35% 3,386 8,055 

SILVER 38,596.00 38,576.00 38,725.00 38,555.00 193.00 0.50% 7,614 12,131 

         

CRUDE OIL 4,115.00 4,130.00 4,137.00 4,111.00 -10.00 -0.24% 32,275 19,718 

NATURAL GAS 177.10 176.00 177.60 175.40 2.90 1.66% 18,724 15,588 

         

ALUMINUM 140.65 141.95 141.95 139.80 0.50 36.00% 4,330 2,430 

COPPER 459.95 462.40 462.40 459.10 0.25 5.00% 13,026 11,968 

LEAD 167.20 165.40 167.40 165.10 2.15 130.00% 6,888 3,095 

NICKEL 901.60 891.70 906.60 888.40 11.70 131.00% 19,378 8,089 

ZINC 231.05 229.95 231.40 229.25 1.50 65.00% 7,853 8,882 

COMEX GOLD, LTP 1340.40 
 
COMEX Gold futures may rally further this week supported by a 
technical reversal pattern known as an ‘Inverted Head and 
Shoulders’ which indicates the reversal of the prevailing trend - in 
this case, the downtrend.  
 
The uptrend has been confirmed by a breakout of the neckline (red 
line) and we expect prices to rally to $1350-$1355 this week. On 
the downside, a breakdown below support at $1330 could negate 
the current trend and call for fresh lows in Gold this week.  

PICK OF THE DAY 
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KEY MARKET EVENTS/RELEASES 

COUNTRY DATA RELEASE/EVENT TIME IMPACT CONSENSUS PREVIOUS 

EU ECB DRAGHI TESTIMONY 6.30 PM MEDIUM - - 

US NEW HOME SALES (JAN) (MoM) 8.30 PM HIGH 3.2% 9.3% 

      

      

THE DAY AHEAD 

Precious Metals extend gains on weaker dollar: Powell's testimony in focus 
 
Precious Metals are trading higher today supported by a weaker dollar and stock markets. Gold is trading at 1341.10, up 0.82% 
whereas Silver is at 16.68, up 1.19% currently.  
 
The rally comes after the stock markets along with the dollar index extended losses last week after the FED meeting minutes in 
which the central bank stated that they were on track to hike rates at least three times this year and played down concerns of a 
weaker dollar and stock markets. They also cited strong macro-economic data and higher inflation as the key factors for staying 
on path of scheduled rate hikes. The focus this week will be on FED's chairman Jerome Powell who is due to testify on monetary 
policies in front of both the Senate and House committees this Thursday. On the data front, personal consumption expenditure, 
the central bank's key inflation metric should also prove insights about the economy this Thursday along with reports on claims 
and manufacturing. 
 
Gold and Silver may decline marginally in the evening session but our bias is positive and it is advisable to consider buying on 
dips. Gold finds strong support at 30540-30480 and buying is expected to re-emerge from this level whereas on a breakdown, 
short selling could push prices down to 30400 in the coming days. Silver is trading in the range of 38100-38800 and is expected 
to follow Gold closely. 
  
Base Metals higher today; may extend gains on Chinese support 
 
Base Metals are slowly recovering from losses seen last week driven by the returning Chinese investors. Nickel is the best 
performer today having trading at 14032.50, up 2.17% followed by Lead at 2577.00, up 1.56%. LME Copper is trading at 7170.25, 
up 0.83% currently. 
 
The base metals complex continue to push higher driven by strong fundamentals but the recent decline in prices has been led by 
profit booking ahead of the Chinese Lunar Year during which the Chinese participation dwindles to its lowest annually. The 
intraday bias remains neutral-positive and we may see prices recover but upsides are expected to be limited. Traders may also 
keep a close eye on the New Home Sales for January in which analysts expected a strong growth of 3.20% after the dismal 
showing in December.  
 
We expect Nickel, Lead and Zinc to extend gains in the evening session whereas Copper may struggle to find a strong 
footing near previous resistances and could decline to support at 459-457 today. 
 
Crude Oil trades higher on Saudi comments, supply disruptions 
 
Crude Oil is trading at 63.58, almost unchanged after having touched a high of 63.90 in the early session. Natural Gas is trading at 
2.71, up 2.30% currently. 
 
Oil prices are drawing support from the disruptions at the El Feel oilfield in Libya along with positive comments from the Saudi 
minister that compliance between OPEC members continued to remain high and that they were committed to eroding the excess 
supply in the market. The EIA report last week also showed surprise draw in oil storage across the US and at Cushing which 
continued to boost prices despite increasing production from the US. 
 
The intraday bias is positive and prices may rally higher to 4200 and possibly higher if it break above intraday resistance at 4140. 
Natural Gas is also expected to strengthen further if prices sustain above 177 today with the next resistance levels coming into 
play at 185-190 this week. 
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COMMODITY TREND R1 R2 R3 PIVOT S1 S2 S3 

GOLD NEUTRAL 30547.00 30585.00 30683.00 30487.00 30449.00 30389.00 30291.00 

SILVER NEUTRAL 38537.00 38671.00 38897.00 38445.00 38311.00 38219.00 37993.00 

CRUDE OIL NEUTRAL 4162.66 4200.33 4297.33 4103.33 4065.66 4006.33 3909.33 

NATURAL GAS POSITIVE 175.93 177.66 182.06 173.26 171.53 168.86 164.46 

ALUMINUM NEUTRAL 141.88 143.61 146.46 140.76 139.03 137.91 135.06 

COPPER NEGATIVE 462.53 465.36 471.06 459.66 456.83 453.96 448.26 

LEAD POSITIVE 166.10 167.15 169.75 164.55 163.50 161.95 159.35 

NICKEL POSITIVE 895.16 900.43 911.23 889.63 884.36 878.83 868.03 

ZINC POSITIVE 230.76 231.98 234.88 229.08 227.86 226.18 223.28 

MARKET NEWS AND KEY DEVELOPMENTS 

Major quake cuts communications, halts oil and gas operations in Papua New Guinea 
 
At least one company began evacuating non-essential personnel after a powerful 7.5 magnitude earthquake hit Papua New 
Guinea’s energy-rich interior on Monday, causing landslides, damaging buildings and closing oil and gas operations.  
 
ExxonMobil said it had shut its Hides gas conditioning plant and that it believed administration buildings, living quarters and a 
mess hall had been damaged. Gas is processed at Hides and transported along a 700 km (435 miles) line that feeds a liquefied 
natural gas plant near Port Moresby for shipping. PNG oil and gas explorer Oil Search said in a statement it had also shut 
production in the quake-affected area.  
 
The giant Grasberg copper mine operated by the Indonesian unit of Freeport McMoRan in neighboring Papua province was not 
affected.  
 
Oil steady after hitting three-week top; Saudis to keep output below cap 
 
Oil steadied around its highest prices in three weeks on Monday, supported by comments from Saudi Arabia that it would 
continue to curb shipments in line with the OPEC-led effort to cut global supplies.  
 
Prices did draw some support from Saudi Arabian oil minister Khalid al-Falih, who on Saturday said the country’s crude 
production in January-March would be well below output caps, with exports averaging less than 7 million barrels per day. Saudi 
Arabia hopes OPEC and its allies will be able to relax production curbs next year and create a permanent framework to stabilize 
oil markets after the current agreement on supply cuts ends this year.  
 
U.S. energy companies last week added one oil rig, the fifth weekly increase in a row, bringing the total count up to 799, the 
highest since April 2015, Baker Hughes energy services firm said on Friday. Meanwhile, Libya’s National Oil Corp said on Saturday 
it had declared force majeure on the 70,000 bpd El Feel oilfield after a protest by guards closed the field.  
 
Commitments of Traders report show more bearish bets for energy 
 
Hedge funds and money managers upped their bullish wagers on U.S. crude oil for the first time in four weeks, data showed on 
Friday. 
 
Speculators were bearish over the energy complex in the week ended February 20. Net LENGTH for crude oil futures slumped -22 
895 contracts from a week ago to 689 366. NET LENGTH of heating oil declined -7 190 contracts to 21 136 while net LENGTH for 
gasoline plunged -7 203 contracts to 79 232. Net SHORT for natural gas rose +20 503 contracts to 121 933 for the week.  
 
With the exception of silver, speculators were bullish over the precious metal complex last week. Net LENGTH for gold jumped 
+15 316 contracts to 190 922, while that for silver futures declined -3 391 contracts to 5 320.  
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Any document, including this report, which is prepared by the research team of Stewart & Mackertich Wealth 
Management Ltd. (SMIFS) is circulated for the purpose of information only to the intended recipient and should not 
be replicated or quoted or circulated to any person/corporate or legal entities in any form. This document/ 
documents/ reports/ opinion should not be interpreted as an Investment/ taxation/ legal advice. While the 
information contained in the report has been procured in good faith, from sources considered/ believed to be 
reliable, all/ part of the statement/ statements/ opinion/ opinions/ view/ views in the report may not be considered 
to be complete or accurate. Therefore, it should only be relied upon at the recipients own risk.  
 
Research Analysts/ Economists/ Advisors/ Investment Strategists or any other spokes persons of the 
company (SMIFS) are often sought after for expressing their views on print/ electronic/ web media. The 
views expressed are purely based on their assumption/ understanding on fundamental approach/ technical 
and historic facts on the subject. The views expressed should not be construed as an offer to buy/ sell or hold 
equity/ commodity/ currencies or their derivatives. The views/ opinions expressed is for information purpose 
only, and may change due to underlying factors, related or unrelated or other market conditions and may or 
may not be updated.  
 
Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd, its subsidiaries, or any of its directors, employees, agents, and 
representatives shall not be liable for any damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, special or consequential 
including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information/ research 
reports/ opinions expressed.  
 
Disclosure: Clients/ Associates of SMIFS Group may be holding positions in equities or their derivatives on 
which the research report is made or opinion is formed or views are expressed in print or electronic media. We 
ensure all compliance is adhered to with this report/ reports/ opinion or views expressed. 
 
Analyst ownership of the stock – NIL  
Analyst’s dependent relatives’ ownership in the stock – NIL  
 
Analyst Certification: The matter related to the report has been taken from sources believed reliable and the 
views expressed about the subject or issues in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the analyst/ analysts. 
Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. does not compensate partly or in full, directly or indirectly, related to 
specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analysts/ market strategists/ Portfolio Managers.  
 
REGISTRATION as required under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulation 2014 has been granted by Securities & 
Exchange Board of India (SEBI), registration number being INH300001474.  
 
Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. 
Vaibhav, 4 Lee Road, Kolkata 700020, West Bengal, India. 
Tel.: +91 33 3051 5408 /, Fax: 91 33 22893401 
 
Website: www.smifs.com 
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